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: 1 :

inevitable and never.
you should be the
alphabet in my mouth.
you should be the
wide ruin of my eyes.
you should be me
pretending to be you
pretending to be me on the
skin of the present with
a hundred different hands.
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: 2 :

journey to thirst. for thirst. across
distance.
journey into and over the surface of
the other.
into seasons of the second person
singular.
beyond beneath, before, below, because.
because someone said yes. said
yes and maybe and sometimes.
to the now open mouth of the world. to
the loose hands that carry the wet mouth of
the world. into this sequence. into the
fragrance. at the end of each sentence.
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: 3 :

my hands bear witness to
your mouth. your mouth
bares witness to my hands.
there is text between us.
there is an image of water.
blinking and shimmering
between us. it creates iterated
motion. creates thought and
sensation. in the spaces of
the flesh. in the boundaries of
time. here and here and here.
in each place you place your fingers.
in the spaces you mark my margins.
with symbols of the unseen.
with texts of the unknown.
for something nothing nada.
for the printed type of nada.
forever and never. amen.
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: 4 :

except as otherwise provided
your legs wrapped around
the landscape. sometimes your
fingers in evermore. anyways
anyhow imagine the shape of a
horse on a coordinate plane.
imagine it running into and over some
story out of time. the horse gallops
in and through its narrative. it
moves with and without purpose.
like nothing and nothing and nothing or
something you wish you had a photo of.
you wish you had a photo of: the horizon
erased. the horizon replaced with
all of your lovers, divided by one.
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: 5 :

five o’clock is too early
for your sticky and edited mouth.
you put your hands on the inside
and your mouth on the
outside. you put your
hands on the inside and
your mouth on the outside so that
you can be the sense of things
color tones stitched into
an abstract sky.
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: 6 :

or your legs in
the fish aquarium of the
imagination. or your
arms caught up with the
syntax of my body. being
neither true nor not true
it’s not a sin to love you.
not a sin to show you
the kingdom of the instant
the moment of the flesh.
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: 7 :

complicit veins
complicit ears of
eyes of hands
you fit
my zero point zero.
you fit my
one
point one with your
two point two your
three point three and
the sky is laid out.
like a silk sheet.
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: 8 :

vast planes of distance.
of automated silence. and the

rules are we make up the
rules as we go. the rules are

we make up the rules when
we come. either or. either

my mouth or your hand.
either my hand or your mouth.

whenever we cannot can.
wherever we will not won’t.
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: 9 :

bewildered pursuit
of the
fig.
of the tooth of the
hands or the eye
of the wish.

you have my mouth
you have my hands
you have my eyes.

my hidden quantity
my static number.

the better to eat you
with.
the better to lick you
with.
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: 10 :

just put me in your mouth
where the letters and numbers
are made. please put me in
your hands where the words
are divided and the numbers
sort themselves out. the thought
that waits inside of you waits inside
of me for stairs beneath the day and
a ladder through the night so that what
cannot can. what will not won’t.




